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Abstract : Online Social Networks (OSNs) are great environments for sharing ideas, following news, 

advertising products etc., and they have been widely used by many in the world. Although these are the 

advantages of social networks, it is difficult to understand whether an account in socialmedia platform 

such as Instagram, Twitter, Facebook really belongs to a person or organization. Through creating fake 

and malicious accounts, unwanted content can spread over the social network. Therefore, the prediction 

of fake accounts is an important problem. In this study, we applied machine learning algorithms to this 

problem and we evaluated performances of different activation functions. According to the experimental 

results, use of machine learning algorithmsin detecting fake accounts yielded successful results. The use of 

various activation functions indifferent layers on the ANN significantly affects the results. In the 

literature, other classification methods have been widely used for detecting fake accounts and spammers on 

online social Network. To the best of our knowledge, there is no brief study that classifies fake accounts 

using ANNs with different activation functions. 

 

Index Terms:- social media, artificial neural network, Fake profiles. 

I Introduction 

 

It has become quite unpretentious to obtain any 

kind of information from any source across the 

world by using the Internet. The increased 

demand of social sites permits users to collect 

abundant amount of information and data about 

users. Huge volumes of data available on these 

sites also draw the attention of fake users. 

Twitter has rapidly become an online source for 

acquiring real-time information about users, 

Twitter is an Online Social Network (OSN) 

where users can share anything and everything, 

such as news, opinions, and even their moods. 

Several arguments can be held over different 

topics, such as politics, current affairs, and 

important events. When a user tweets 

something, it is instantly conveyed to his/her 

followers, allowing them to outspread the 

received information at a much broader level 

[2]. With the, evolution of OSNs, the need to 

study and analyze users' behaviors in online 

social platforms has intensity. Many people who 

do not have much information regarding the 

OSNs can easily be tricked by the fraudsters. 

There is also a demand to combat and place a 

control on the people who use OSNs only for 

advertisements and thus spam other people's 

accounts. Recently, the detection of spam in 

social networking sites attracted the attention of 

researchers. Spam detection is a difficult task in 

maintaining the security of social networks. 

It is essential to recognize spams in 

the OSN sites to save users from various kinds 

of malicious attacks and to preserve their 

security and privacy. These hazardous 

maneuvers adopted by spammers cause 

massive destruction of the community in the real 

world. Twitter spammers have various 

objectives, such as spreading invalid 

information, fake news, rumors, and 

spontaneous messages. Spammers achieve their 

malicious objectives through advertisements 

and several other means where they support 

different mailing lists and subsequently 
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dispatch spam messages randomly to 

broadcast their interests. These activities cause 

disturbance to the original users who are 

known as non-spammers. In addition, it also 

decreases the repute of the OSN platforms. 

Therefore, it is essential to design a scheme to 

spot spammers so that corrective efforts can be 

taken to counter their malicious activities 

 

2 Literature survey 

Literature survey is the most important step in 

software development process. Before 

developing the tool, it is necessary to 

determine the time factor, economy and 

company strength. Once these things are 

satisfied, ten next steps are to determine which 

operating system and language used for 

developing the tool. Once the programmers 

start building the tool, the programmers need 

lot of external support. This support obtained 

from senior programmers, from book or from 

websites. Before building the system the above 

consideration r taken into for developing the 

proposed system. 

Sybil rank was designed in late 2012, 

to with efficiency establish faux profiles 

through a ranking graph-based system. The 

algorithmic rule uses a seed choice technique 

combined with early terminated random walks 

to propagate trust. Its machine value is 

measured in O (nlogn). Profile’sarea unit 

graded consistent with the number of 

interactions, tags, wall posts, and friends over 

time. Profiles that have a high rank area unit 

thought of to be real with faux profiles having a 

coffee rank with in the system. 

Unfortunately, this method was found 

to be principally unreliable as a result of it did 

not take under consideration the chance that 

real profiles may be graded low and faux 

profiles may be graded high. Sarcode and 

Mishra projected a special approach that may 

be a sequence of steps to notice faux profiles. 

They used the Face book graph API tool to 

achieve access to varied profiles and wrote a 

script to extract the viewed data. Later on, this 

extracted data forms the attributes the classifier 

can use in their algorithmic rule. First, the 

information is in JSON format, that is 

additional parsed to a structured format (CSV) 

that's easier legible by machine learning 

techniques.These commas separated values 

can later build the classifier additional 

economical. The authors tried unattended and 

additionally supervised machine learning 

techniques. They used eightieth of the samples 

to coach the classifier and therefore the rest to 

check it. Once the algorithmic rule runs,there's 

feedback provided to the profile, requiring it to 

submit identification to prove it's not a 

fauxprofile. Profile’s area unit processed on 

mass to extract options. Resilient Back 

Propagation algorithmic rule in neural 

networks algorithmic rule combined with 

support vector machines is employed within 

the classification of pretend profiles. Sybil 

Frame uses multi-stage level classification. 

Approaches embrace content- based mostly} 

and structure based. Content- based approach 

explores the dataset and extracts data 

accustomed calculate previous data regarding 

nodes and edges. Structure-based approach 

correlates nodes victimization mathematician 

randomfield and insane belief propagation that 

employs previous data. 

3 Implementation Study 

The existing systems use very fewer 

factors to decide whether an account is fake or 

not. The factors largely affect the way decision 

making occurs. When the number of factors is 

low, the accuracy of the decision making is 

reduced significantly. There is an exceptional 

improvement in fake account creation, which 

is unmatched by the software or application 

used to detect the fake account. Due to the 

advancement in creation of fake account, 

existing methods have turned obsolete. The 
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most common algorithm used by fake account 

detection Applications is the Naïve bias 

classifier. The accuracy of existing system is 

less compared to proposed system. 

LIMITATIONS OF EXISTING 

SYSTEM: 

The following are the limitations that takes 

place in the existing system. They are as 

follows: 

 1. The existing system is not accurate in 

identifying and classifying the spam reviews 

automatically. 

 2. There is no concept like automatic spam 

detection in the current networks.  

 3. There is no concept in the existing system 

and also there is no concept like separating 

the reviews into positive negative and neutral 

based on keywords. 

 

3.1proposed methodology 

In the proposed system, the system 

elaborates a classification of spammer 

detection techniques. The system shows 

the proposed taxonomy for identification 

of spammers on Tw. The proposed 

taxonomy is categorized into four main 

classes, namely, 

 fake content, 

 detecting spam in trending topics, and 

 URL based spam detection, 

 fake user identification. 

Moreover, the analysis also shows 

that several machine learning-based 

techniques can be effective for 

identifying spams on social media. 

However, the selection of the most 

feasible techniques and methods id 

highly dependent on the available data. 

 The first category (fake content) 

includes various techniques, such as regression 

prediction model, malware alerting system, and 

Lfun scheme approach. 

 In the third category (URL based 

spam detection), the spammer is identified in 

URI. through different machine learning 

algorithms. 

 The last category (fake user 

identification) is based on detecting fake users 

through hybrid techniques. 

 
 

. 

Fig 1: - proposed model 

 

3.2 Methodology 

3.2.1 DEFINE OBJECTIVE: 

Define the goal of the Problem Statement At this 

step, we need to recognize what precisely 

wishes to be expected. In our case, the goal is to 

are expecting the opportunity of rainwith the aid 

of using reading climate conditions. At this 

degree, it's also crucial to take intellectual notes 

on what form of records may be used to remedy 

this trouble or the kind of technique you need to 

comply with to get to the solution. 

3.2.2 DATA GATHERING: 

Data Gathering At this degree, you need to be 

asking questions along with, • What formof 

records is wanted to remedy this trouble? Are 

the records available? • How can I get the 

records? Once you recognize the kinds of records 
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this is required, you need to recognize how you 

could derive these records. Data series may be 

achieved manually or with the aid of using 

internet scraping. However, if you’re a novice 

and also, you’re simply seeking to research 

Machine Learning you don’t need to fear 

approximately getting the records. There are 

hundreds of records assets at the internet, you 

could simply download the records set and get 

going. Coming returned to the trouble at hand, 

the records wanted for climate forecasting 

consists of measures along with humidity level, 

temperature, pressure, locality, whether or not 

or now no longer you stay in a hill station, etc. 

Such records need to be accrued and saved for 

analysis. 

3.2.3. PREPARING DATA: 

Data Preparation the records you accrued is 

nearly by no means within side the proper 

format. You will stumble upon a number of 

inconsistencies within side the records set along 

with lacking values, redundant variables, replica 

values, etc. Removing such inconsistencies may 

be very crucial due to the fact they may result in 

wrongful computations and predictions. 

Therefore, at this degree, you test the records 

set for any inconsistencies and also you restore 

them then and there. 

3.2.4 DATA EXPLORATION: 

Exploratory Data Analysis Grab your detective 

glasses due to the fact this degree is all 

approximately diving deep into records and 

locating all of the hidden records mysteries. 

EDA or Exploratory Data Analysis is the 

brainstorming degree of Machine Learning. 

Data Exploration includes information the 

styles and developments within side the records. 

At this degree, all of the beneficial insights are 

drawn and correlations among the variables are 

understood. For example, within side the case 

of predicting rainfall, we realize that there may 

be a sturdy opportunity of rain if the temperature 

has fallen low. Such correlations need to be 

understood and mapped at this degree. 

3.2.5 BUILDING A MODEL: 

Building a Machine Learning Model All the 

insights and styles derived all through Data 

Exploration are used to construct the Machine 

Learning Model. This degree constantly starts of 

evolved with the aid of using splitting the 

records set into parts, schooling records, and 

checking out records. The schooling records can 

be used to construct and examine the version. 

The common sense of the version is primarily 

based totally at the Machine Learning Algorithm 

this is being carried out. Choosing the proper set 

of rules relies upon at the kind of trouble you’re 

seeking to remedy, the records set and the extent 

of complexity of the trouble. In the imminent 

sections, we are able to speak the special kinds 

of issues that may be solved with the aid of using 

the use of Machine Learning. 

3.2.6 MODEL EVALUATION: 

Model Evaluation & Optimization After 

constructing a version with the aid of using the 

use of the schooling records set; it’s far 

subsequently time to position the version to a test. 

The checking out records set is used to test the 

performance of the version and the way 

appropriately it is able to are expecting the 

outcome. Once the accuracy is calculated, any in 

addition upgrades with inside the version may be 

carried out at this degree. Methods like parameter 

tuning and cross-validation may be used to 

enhance the overall performance of the version. 

3.2.7 PREDICTION: 

Predictions Once the version is evaluated and 

improved, it's far subsequently used to make 

predictions. The very last output may be a 

Categorical variable (e.g., True or False) or it is 

able to be a Continuous Quantity (e.g., the 

expected cost of a stock). 
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4  Results and Evolution Metrics 

 
  Fig 2:_ bar graph of each cateogy 

 

 
 

Fig 3:- bar graph of spammer and legimate 

users 

 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper a new classification algorithm was 

proposed to improve detecting fake accounts on 

social networks, where the SVM trained model 

decision values were used to train a NN model, 

and SVM testing decision values were used to test 

the NN model. To reach our goal weused” MIB” 

baseline dataset from and run it into pre-

processing phase where four feature reduction 

techniques were used to reduce the feature 

vector. Like K-MEANS Spearman’s Rank-

OrderCorrelation, Multiple Linear Regression, 

Wrapper SVM. 

In the classification phase two learning 

algorithms were used. The results of our 

analyses showed that” NAVIEBAYES” has 

archived better accuracy results with all feature 

sets comparing with the other two classifiers, 

with classification accuracy around 98%. It was 

noticed that the NN algorithm has the lows 

classification accuracy compared with 

DECSION TREE and NAVIEBAYES. This 

occurred because the SVM algorithm reaches 

the global minimum of the optimized function, 

while the NN used the gradient descent 

technique, and may reach the local minimum, 

“not global minimum” like SVM. 

It was also noticed that using the feature set 

provided by K-MEANS results very low 

classification accuracy, while the correlation 

feature set results high classification accuracy. 

But the correlation and other feature selection 

techniques select the best set of original 

features, not linear combination of all features. 

On other words feature selection select the most 

effective original features, but PCA do a linear 

combination of the original features event they 

are not effective. The correlation feature set 

records a remarkable accuracy among the other 

feature selection technique sets, because 

correlation technique not only select the best 

features, but also removes the redundancy. 
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